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Characteristic structural properties are established for those greedoids where the greedy algo- 
rithm selects a maximal word for each linear objective function defined on it. 
The object of  this paper is to characterize those greedoids where the greedy algo- 
rithm selects a maximal word for each linear objective function defined on it. 
1. Greedoids 
Greedoids were introduced by B. Korte and L. Lov~isz [1,2]. A greedoid is a pair 
(E, H) ,  where E is finite set and H is a collection of  ordered subsets of  E satisfying 
the two following axioms. 
Axiom P. I f  Cl ' "Ck~H , then each 'prefix'  c l ' "c j ,  j=  1 . . . . .  k, belongs to H. 
Axiom G. If ct, f l~H such that lot] +1:  Ifl[ (where [a I and Jill are the cardinalities 
of  a and fl), then there is a member c and fl such that ac~H.  (In addition, it is 
understood that 0 ~ H.) 
Throughout his paper lower case Greek letters represent strings (ordered subsets 
of  E)  or 0 and lower case Latin letters represent members of  E. The members of  
H are called 'words'  and are denoted by ordered sequences of  lower case Latin and 
Greek letters. The symbo l -  above a word denotes the unordered set of  'letters' in 
the word; H represents the collection of  unordered sets obtained from the words of  
H. The rank of  (E, H)  -- max{ lal I a ~ H}; a word in H is called 'basic' if its cardina- 
lity equals the rank of  (E ,H) .  (E,H~) is called a complete branch of  (E ,H)  provid- 
ed a6H and H~= {ylaycH}. 
(L) A greedoid (E ,H)  has property L if the greedy algorithm selects a maximal 
basic word for each linear objective function, w:H~R,  defined on H. 
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It is easy to find examples of greedoids that do not satisfy L; however, it is also 
easy to find structural conditions that yield L. For example, (E,H) satisfies L if 
every permutation of a basic word in H is a basic word in H, (note/~ is a matroid). 
Another example, equivalent o the one just mentioned is: (E,H) satisfies L if 
VcteH,  Ca=E~, where C,~={x~Elax~H } and E,~={xEEIxEY for some 
cty ~ H}.  
There are other structural properties that yield L. Two such examples, not equi- 
valent to the ones just mentioned, are: 
(A) (E,H) satisfies L if for each basic word ayy and every x~ C~\)7 there exists 
a basic word axfl where f i= ~. 
(B) (E, H)  satisfies L if whenever ayflx, ayflz, axfl ~ H, then axflz ~ H. 
(In the above structural statements, a = 0 is permitted; moreover, (B)= (A) and 
(A) ~ (B).) 
None of the structural conditions mentioned above are necessary conditions for 
L. The objective in Section 3 is to estabish characteristic structural conditions for 
L. The proofs required to do this depend upon some simple common structural pro- 
perties of greedoids given in Section 2. 
2. Common properties 
We begin with an important definition: x issaid to adjoin a word c l . . .ck~H at 
the letter cj if c l . . . c jxeH and x4:cj+l. 
The following list contains several common properties of greedoids. 
(F) Suppose (E, H)  is a greedoid, a ~ H (note a may equal 0) and 7 = Cl"'Ck is a 
string, then (E,H) satisfies the following properties: 
(F1) If ax and otyy~H are such that 
(1) xCyy, and 
(2) x does not adjoin the word ay7 at any letter of the string y. . .c  k_ ~, 
then axy ~ H. 
(F2) If a and fl ~ H, ¢2 =/~, and a7 ~ H, then fly ~ H. 
(F3) If aY7 is a basic word in H such that 
(1) x~.yT, and 
(2) x adjoins ayy at some letter in the string YT, 
then there is a basic word ay~ in H where the string ~ is obtained from the string 
y by replacing some letter b in 7 by x. 
(F4) If ayflx7 and ctx~H and either f l=0 or x does not adjoin the word ayflx at 
any member of yfl, then axfly7 ~ H. 
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(F5) If ayy is a basic word in H and xe  CaN )7, then there exists a basic word axfl 
where xfl=~'~. 
(F6) If ctyy is a basic word in H and xc  C a, then there exists a basic word axfl 
where either j~=)7 or j~=~'~ \ {b} for some b ~ )7. 
The proofs of F1 and F2 follow easily from Axiom G. 
Proof  of F3. Among the members of yy = CoC 1 ""¢k to which x adjoins itself, let c l 
be the one with largest index. Then aCo...ctxcH and x does not adjoin ayy at any 
member of c/+ l"'Ck. Therefore, if l+ 1 <k ,  (1) and F1 imply that aCo...clxct+2...c k 
is a basic word in H. 
Proof of F4. If  fl = 0 the result follows easily from Axiom G and F2. If  f l~ 0, then 
F1 = ctxfl ~ H ; Axiom G = axfly e H; F2 = axflyy e H. 
Proof  of FS. There is only one nontrivial case: x=cj  for some j>  1 in the word 
ayy=aCoC~...ck and x adjoins itself to aYy at every member of a nonempty set of 
~ 
points {cn, . . . . .  cnp}C(Co...cj_2) where O<_nl<...<np<_j-2. 
It is obvious that by repeated use of F4 we can recursively show ay...c~xop, 
ay"'cn~ ,xQp l, "",~Y'"Cn,X~°l, are permutations of ayy that belong to H. From 
the definition of cn,, a final application of F4 completes the proof. 
Proof of F6. Assume x~y.  Suppose x~)7 and x adjoins ay7 at some letter in yy, 
then, in view of F3, there is a basic word ay~ such that (= {x} U()7\ {b}) for some 
be)7. As xeCaN( ,  F5 implies that there is basic word axfl where xfl=y~. There- 
fore, /~=fi~\  {b} for some b ~)7. The remaining cases follow easily from F1 and FS. 
3. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
In this section structural properties T and U are defined and each is shown to 
characterize greedoids atisfying property L. 
(T) A greedoid (E, H)  has property T if corresponding to each basic word ay? in 
H (a may be empty) and each member xe  Ca\  {y} which satisfies 
(I) x¢  )7, 
(II) F= )7\ Ca--#O, and 
(III) H contains no word ~txfl where/~=)7, 
there exists a basic word ~xfl in H which satisfies 
(Ti) ff=~"~\ {b} for some b~A =)Trig a. 
Theorem 3.1. A greedoid satisfies property L if  and only i f  it satisfies property T. 
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Proof. (T = L, proof by induction on the rank size of (E, H)). Observe that if (E, H)  
satisfies T, then every complete branch of (E,H) is a greedoid that satisfies T. 
Therefore, to complete the proof it is enough to prove the following claim. 
Claim 3.2. I f  (E, H)  satisfies T, yy is a basic word in H and x is any member o f  
CoX {y}, Co = {z~El {z} eH},  which satisfies 
(1) f (x)  >f(z)  Vz ~ C o, 
then there is a basic word xfl in H where 
(2) w(xfl) > w(yy). 
(Here w:H--*R is a linear objective function determined by a weight function 
f :E - - ,R . )  
Proof of Claim 3.2. If yy and x satisfy the conditions of T then (2) follows im- 
mediately from Ti and (1). If either (I), (II), or (Ill) in T are denied, then (2) follows 
at once from F5, F6 and (1), or (1) respectively. 
(L = T) Suppose there is a pair (ayy, x) (a could be 0) which satisfies the hypothetical 
conditions but not the conclusion in T, then, for each axfl in H, either 
(a) F¢f l ,  or 
(b) if FC/~, then FLJ {y} q~/~, or 
(c) if FU{y}Cf l ,  then f l~yy \{b},  for some b~A.  
Let f :E~R be defined by 
f ( z )={2 i f z=y ,  4 i f z~A,  5 i f z=x,  
6 if z~F,  7 if z=a t,. . . ,  6+t  if z=al ,  
0 otherwise}, 
where a = a I ""at. Straightforward arguments show that either (a), (b) or (c)~ -L .  
Corollary 3.3. I f  (E,H) satisfies L and ayy & a basic word in H such that 
f3 C a = O, then for  every x ~ Ca, there is a basic word axfl in H where fl= y. 
(U) A greedoid (E,H) has property U if corresponding to each basic word ayy 
in H (a may be empty) and each x~ Ca\ {Y} which satisfies (I) and (II) in T, there 
exists a basic word axfl in H which satisfies 
(Ui) FCfl. 
Theorem 3.4. A greedoid satisfies property L i f  and only i f  it satisfies property U. 
Proof (U ~ L, by showing U ~ T). Let (E, H)  be a greedoid with property U and sup- 
pose (ayy, x) is a pair satisfying the hypothetical conditions in T. x adjoins ayy at 
some member of the string yy (otherwise (III) would be denied by F1), therefore, 
in view of F3 and F5, there is a basic word axe1 in H where ~=f i~\{b} for some 
be~.  If b~A,  (Ti) is satisfied, so, from now on, we assume axQl, ~ l=r l ' " rn ,  
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satisfies 
(1) ~=~\{b} for some beF .  
From U we have the existence, in H, of a basic word ax61 where 
(2) FC 61. 
With this knowledge, we shall prove the following claim. 
Claim 3.5. I f  loll> 1, then either there is a basic word, axfl, in H which satisfies 
(Ti), or there are two basic words in H, axrp2 and ax-c62, It[ > 1, where 
(3) tO2 =Y"Y\ {c} for some c~ y, and 
(4) FC l6 2. 
Remark. Notice the common stem axr is an extension of ax and (3) and (4) are 
similar to (1) and (2). These observations together with the particular structure of 
the proof given below indicate that the above claim can be repeated (with obvious 
modifications) as many times as necessary to either establish that (Ti) is satisfied or 
to establish that there are two words in H, axpr and axpd, where 
(5) ~=~"~\{c}  for some c~F, and 
(6) FCIJd. 
However, (5) and (6) together with (III) in T~r~A,  and, consequently, axpd 
satisfies (Ti). 
Proof of Claim 3.5. Let C~x= {zeElaxzeH }, then we have either 
(A) Fn  C~x = O, 
(B) (F\ {b})n C~x~O, or 
(C) FN C~x: { b}. 
I f  (A) is true, then it follows from (1), (2) and (A) that bEaXdl\(a'-~lUCax). 
Therefore, if r I (01 =r~"'rn) does not belong to 61, the conditions of U are satis- 
fied (where, in the statement of U, 'ayy' and 'x E Ca\  {y}' are replaced respectively 
by 'axd 1 (ill =dl" 'dn) '  and 'r  I ~ Cax \ {d I}'), so according to (Ui) and (A), 
(7) there exists a basic word, axrld 2, in H where FCrlO2. 
If r I E ~,  F5 implies (7). Hence (A) ~ claim. 
If  (B) is true let 
(8) t~(F \  {b})NC~x, 
then (1), (2) and (8) together with F5 imply that etxt02 and axtd 2 are basic words 
in H satisfying (3) and (4) with r= t. Hence (B)= claim. 
Suppose (C) is true, then w.l.o.g, we assume 
(9) O~X61 = otxb62. 
I f  b does not adjoin aXOl at some member of the string, ~o I =rlrz...r ~, then (1), 
(C) and F1 establish that 
(10) axbrz...r ~ is a basic word in H such that (brz...r~) =~\  {rl}. 
Of course (1) implies r I =y  or rl e ~\  {b}. However, if r I =y,  then (10) denies (III) 
in T; and, if r I e F, then (C) = r t = b which denies (1), hence r I ~ A and (10) satisfies 
(Ti). 
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Finally suppose b adjoins ax~l at some member of 61. Then it follows easily 
from (1), (C), F3 and F5 that 
(11) there exists a basic word axbQ2 where b~2 =Y"~\ {r*} for some r* ~ '~.  
But r*:gy, otherwise (11) denies (III) in T. Hence (C)=claim. 
(L = U) It is easy to show by example that - U ~ - L; details are left to the reader. 
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